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By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

Grad Center renovation
to result in relocating
administrative offices

The Administration Bldg. may lose
its nickname of "Power Tower" when
some administrative offices move to
new quarters in the Graduate Center in
the near future.
Plans are underway to renovate the
Graduate
Center.
acknowledged
Michael Ferrari, vice president for
resource planning. He said only 45 per
cent of the building is used now. and
many University departments need the
space the center can provide.
HE SAID the University offices of
the president, provost and resource
planning department will move to the
Graduate Center when the renovation
is completed'.
Kerrari said the relocation of these
offices
will
result
in
better

communication between students,
faculty and administration. Robert
McGeein, coordinator of facilities
planning, said relations between
Faculty Senate and University officials
will improve with the move, because,
"right now we're over here (in the
Administration Bldg.) and they're over
there (in the Graduate Center)."
Ferrari said the renovation will
include restoring and enhancing the
appearance of the exterior of the
building.
"The
Graduate
Center
is
architecturally one of the most
handsome buildings on campus." he
said. "If we don't take care of it now.
it will deteriorate in the years ahead."
In addition to impioving the general
structure of th building. Ferrari noted
that the renovation would create more
adequate space for public meetings

and improved gallery space and exhibit
areas to display work of students and
faculty
HE ADDED that the rapidly
growing
college of health and
community services, now located in
Shaizcl Hall, will move into the
improved facility.
Ferrari said there will be some space
reassignments of departments now
housed in the Graduate Center, adding
that some University departments will
move to the Administration Hid):
when the renovation is finished
Ferrari explained that funds foi the
project will come from money granted
to the University through the capital
improvements bill passed by the Ohio
legislature this summer
The bill provides SII.750.tXHI foi
the University to use foi highei
education projects for the bieiiniuiii.

THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

1975-1877. Most of the money will be
ii'ocl lor the new music building and
the remainder will he used to improve
campus buildings.
"We have to at least start the
renovation program by 1977. but of
course we want to be finished by
then." Ferrari said.
UNIVERSITY Architect Richard
Brown estimated the price of the
Ciudii.itc Centet renovation to be
about S900.000 and added that the
projected completion date was spring
I"'
McGeein said there would be no
additional cost to move offices into
and OUI ol the Graduate (enter.
The move won't cost anything
because it'll be done by University
personnel already on the payroll. But
again, ill the decisions concerning the
move haven't been made." he said.
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Hearst's lawyer leaves
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - -Terence
ll.il'nn.in. a radical attorney who had
represented Patricia Hearst since the
day of her arrest, withdrew from the
case yestciday after an apparent
dispute within the detense lanks.
Meanwhile.
a
federal
judge
postponed indefinitely a hearing on
the
newspaper
heiress'
mental
condition and a judge in l.os Angeles
ordered her to appeal to answer 11
state felony charges.
In New Yotk City, a gunman
claiming
to be
a
Syinbioncsc
liberation Army member took a
do/en hostages in a bank and
demanded the release of Hearst and
other SLA members, police said. Two
ol the hostages were later released.
The action came two days after a
communique to news media in (he
name ol the SLA claimed the tcrrotisl
group would prove its existence
despite I III statements that it had
been neutralized.

Hollie Allen, sophomore IH&CS). finds a unique spot to escape
from the books and the class-changing rush This cornfield at a
nearby farm provided some solitude and a chance to enjoy the
pleasant fall weather. (Newsphoto by Cyndi Bloom)

LAWYER HALLINAN could not be
reached
for
comment
on
his
withdrawal hut his office confirmed
the move without stating any reason.
His removal left Hearst's defense in
the hands of F. lee Bailey, his partner
Albert Johnson and San Fiancisco
attorneys E. John Kleines and John
Knulsoii.
Johnson told a news conference
that Mailman's depattute was not due
to "friction" among attorneys in the
case. However, last week. Johnson
contradicted a statement by Hallman
that Hearst was being pressured to
turn state's evidence.
Hallinan.
a shaggy-haired,
ex-rugby player with a record of
arrests
during
civil
rights

demonstrations,
began
over
the
weekend referring all queries to Bailey,
saying he now was in charge of the
case.
"I have no comment on the case,"
Hallinan. .'8, said Monday morning,
before
Johnson's
announcement.
"There have been loo many people
commenting in too many direction!."

Staff Reporter
University
Police
continue
to
enforce "no alcohol" rules at football
games and Lt. Dean Gerkcns insists
that enforcement of the law is no
heavier than in the past.
He said about a do/en goatskin wine
bags were confiscated at Saturday's

game
against
Western
Michigan
University, but no citations were made
because offenders cooperated with

this season's
alcohol lules.

police.

THE BIGGEST problem, he said,
was controlling noisy grade school
children who ran recklessly through
the
stands
and
inconvenienced
members of the crowd.
City police regularly aid University
Police at football games. Lt. Gerkcns
said He added that the number of

The bags were made available to
their owners if they came to the
University Police station after the
game to claim them,
Lt. Gerkcns said this is a normal
Occurrence at football games and that
he does not recall any ejections from

games

for

breaking

By Lorraine Jameson
W I.Managing Editor
A University student arrested two
weeks ago on charges of selling drugs
said he lias been associated unfairly
with a drug ring in Ann Arbor.
Tatty Cooiey, sophomore (A&S).
was arrested by the Federal Dru;
Enforcement Administration (FDEA)
Sept. 24 m Monroe. Mich., on a charge
of aiding and abetting the sale of an
.ounce ol cocaine in Toledo.
He was arraigned in Oetioil Federal
Court the next day.
COOLEY , who said he has not
been to Ann Arbor in two years, was
arrested ai the same lime and by the
samagency
(the
PDEA)
which
conducted the arrests linked to the
Ann Arbor drug ring.
However, FDFA investigates many
cases, Cooiey said. These arrests often
are in the same geographical area, but
are not related to each other, he
noted.

Police officers on duty at games has
increased recently by one. The new
member
is
stationed
at
the
information center,
Students arc not the only fans who
can have open containers taken away
from them. All parents, alumni and
guests must follow the law. Lt.
Gerkcns said that
most people
coopeiate with little or no trouble.
University
Athletic
Director
Richard Young said that to his
knowledge
there
has
been
no
communication between his office and
the University Police regarding alcohol
policy at football games.
"The stadium is posted for no
alcoholic beverages as spectators come
in," he said. He added that die
University Police arc doing what they
think is best for everyone at football
games.

L & M show
ticket sale
on tomorrow

Cop
f!

Still journeying into crowds despite recent threats on his life, President Gerald Ford
accepts a coonskin cap during a stop in West Virginia last weekend. (AP Wirephoto)

psychiatrist made ,i repeal usit to talk
with hei in het jail cell Sunday night.
A win issued by Superior Court
Judge William Ril/i in Los Angeles
Ordered Hearst to appear to face
prosecution on an 11 ■''mint grand jury
indictment charging robbery and
kidnap stemming from a May 1974
suburban crime spree,

Student claims unfair
association in arrest

No alcohol' rule enforced
By Patricia Sinn

U.S. District Judge Olivet Cartel put
off indefinitely a court hearing
scheduled foi today on findings of a
psychiatric panel concerning Hearst,
who faces federal bank robbery
charges.
Carter gave no reason foi the delay,
but the doctors said they needed more
time to prepare their report. One

Tickets for the October 26, Loggins
and .Messina concert will go on sale
tomorrow instead of yesterday, as
previously announced.
The reason for the delay, according
to James Stofan, assistant director of
the Union, is a mix-up with the
concert
promoter supplying the
tickets.
To date Loggins and Messina have
released seven albums and have
received five gold records for their
efforts. Their second album, "Loggins
and Messina," contains the duo's
million-selling single, "Your Mama
Don't Dance."

Cooiey said reports of the Ann
Aiboi ding bust have made him appeal
to be a member of the ring partly
because of incorrect information
Concerning his arrest released by Ann
Arbor Police Chief Waller Krasny.
Krasnygave Sept. 2.t as the dale ol
Cooiey s arrest. Cooiey said it was
Sept. 24.
COOLEY SAID Krasny also said
that he was arrested in Walbridge.
Ohio, instead of Monroe, Mich , where
Cooiey said he was arrested.
"As far as I know, Krasny knows

nothing about me," Cooiey said, since
Ann Aiboi city police were not
involved in I lie arrest "Kiasny had no
reason lo comment. He didn't know
what the hell was going on."
Reports ol the arresl occurring in
Walbridge "gives my mother a bad
name because it's hei home," Cooiey
said. "She had nothing lo do with it."
COOl I Y 's scheduled lo appeal in
Delroii Fedcial Couil soon to face
possible Indictment on the charge. If
indicted. Cooiey will be susupended
from the University.

Gunman demands
Hearst's release
NEW YORK (AP) - A man armed
with a shotgun and claiming to be a
Symbioncse Liberation Army (SLAI
member seized 10 hostages in a
Manhattan
bank
yesterday
and
demanded the release of newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst.
Some two hours later, three of the
hostages, two men and a woman, were
released unharmed. Deputy police
commissioner Frank McLoughlin said
the gunman told him their release was
a "good faith gesture."
One shot was fired from inside the
bank, police said, but it was not
known if anyone was injured.
First reports said there were two
gunmen, but police later said there
might be only one.
REACHED by telephone inside the
bank, a man identified himself as
"Cat" and said he wanted the release
of Hearst, SLA members William and
Emily Harris and "the Japanese girl,"
apparently
referring
to
Wendy
Yoshimura. who was arrested with
Hearst.
The man said the pair waned SIO
million in gold.
The gunman was also said lo be

demanding an airplane lo lly them lo
.in undisclosed location.
Hundreds
of police
swarmed
through the area of Sixth Avenue and
12th Street in Greenwich Village. All
traffic was dctoured. Police helicopters
patrolled overhead, and thousands of
spectators jammed the area.
FIRST REPORTS said the man
tried to nih the bank, a Bankers Trust
bianch Later, a bank spokesman said
one man claimed lo be an SLA
member.
The lobhery follows by two days
the release of a purported SLA
communique claiming the terrorist
group slill exists and would prove its
existence I he FBI had said alter the
capture ol Miss Hearst and the Harrises
that there were no'other members of
the SLA.

Weather
Mostly
sunny
today
and
tomorrow. Highs in the upper 60s
and low 70s. Fair Tuesday night.
Low in the upper 40s and low
50s. Probability of precipitation
near zero today and tonight.

Inside the News.
The
Average
White
Band
provided the music and excitement
before a packed house at Anderson
Arena
last
weekend.
David
Fandray's review of the concert is
on page seven along with a close-up
look at the concert through the
cameras of Dan Feicht and Cyndi
Bloom.
Page seven's concert story is the
first of a new weekly series called
"Focus." Future "Focus" pages
will cover a variety of topics
concerning the University and the
surrounding area.
Father Paul Graney is the newest
member of the St. Thomas More
University Parish. He is a relative
newcomer in the field of campus
ministry. His story is on page nine.
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eprreRiaLS
who's who?

University identification and validation cards issued to all students
beginning in the fall quarter of 1973 are as useless for identification
purposes as a monogrammed handkerchief would be.
The sleek little orange and white plasticized ID cards carry only
students' names social security numbers and birthdates. The filmsy
paper validation cards also contain students' names and social
security numbers plus local addresses and class ranks.
Most other college ID's and other widely accepted forms of
identification now carry pictures or list personal characteristics such
as height, weight and hair and eye color. These simple additions to
identification cards prevent them from being transferred to and used
by others.
Without any identification on the University's ID cards anyone,
student or non-student, who finds or steals or borrows ID and
validation cards can enjoy, mistakenly and illegally, the benefits of
registered paying University students. These include cashing checks
in the Union, checking out library books, gaining admission to the
Health Center, purchasing athletic tickets, picking up paychecks and
signing out cafeteria meal coupons.
Literally anyone who comes by a Bowling Green State University
ID and validation card can utilize University services while officials
are at a loss to determine if the person really is who the card says he
is.
The office of the Bursar and other University officials who arc
responsible for issuing students' ID's and validation cards should
rcevaluale Hie worth of the present system and change it to include
some evidence that people with University ID's really are registered
University students.

pants without pockets
By Lynn Dugas
Guest Student Columnist
"See the new line of prewashed,
pre-shrunk and pre laded blue jeans in
our Junior department this fall.
Guaranteed to keep you out of the
laundry and in the lounge. $14."
Mass produced, $14 jeans identify
us as victims of hard economic times.
Manufacturers make new jeans look
like five year veterans so no one can
tell who is working and who is not.
The jeans are even pocketless. to allow
us to make graceful excuses tor being
penniless.
Unfortunately, pocketless pants
aren't only an excuse for money binds
this
year.
High
prices
are
reality.. .witness the price tag for
"used" jeans. Unemployment lines are
long. And some young people are
choosing college nowadays simply
because they were laid off or can't
find a job
It is during years such as 197S that
people are most likely to need help
from
community
services. . .and
students are no exception.
WHAT DO YOU do when your
problems become loo much to handle
alone Tall Crisis PlioncTOr when you
party to forget that you arc overdrawn
at the bank and end up overdoing it,
do you turn to Karma?
Coninfunity services arc provided so
that people may receive help when
they need it. These services are
supported, in part, by the United Way.
And the United Way. in turn,depends
upon
contributions
from
the
community.
We, at United Way, recognize this is
a tighter year for many people. Which
is why we have adopted a policy of
asking for contributions from only
those who arc employed.
Your first thought may be that we
are advocating that the employed
support the unemployed, duplicating
welfare. But this is not the case.
United Way services arc available to
anyone in need And the agencies do
not provide charity-clients are charged
for services based upon their ability to
pay.
ACTUALLY, DONATIONS to the
United Way are analogous to health
insurance. You pay the premiums, but
you hope you don't need to collect on
the insurance. When you support the
United Way, it is there if and when
you need it.
Through contributions to United
Way, 85 Community Chest and Red
Cross service centers will continue to
operate in Wood. lucas and Ottawa
Counties Mote Importantly to you,
people at the University are helped
through United Way too.
Last year over $7,000 went to
provide services for people at the
University. Which means one-third of
the money doniatcd by people at the
University was returned in the form of
services.
In Bowling Green. United Way helps
support the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts, the Red Cross and Family
Planning Services, as well as The
Link-the crisis intervention center
formed this year by the combination
of Karma and Crisis Phone.
On campus. Volunteers in Progress
received funding for the Big Brothers
program this year. These services, as
well as those located in Toledo are
available to everyone.
THE UNITED WAY campaign is
conducted once a year so people may
receive services throughout the year.
By
conducting
a
cooperative
campaign, the 85 agencies save time,
energy and money. Less than five per
cent of the -money collected for

United Way is used for administration
and campaign costs-much lower than
the costs for an agency campaigning
alone.
I vrn though the agencies collect
together, donations may be designated
to go to a specific agency with United
Way. It is also possible to specify the
contribution be used to provide
services in a specific area, in Bowling
Green or a hometown.
As mentioned before, we are only
directly contacting the employed for
United Way contributions. But if you
happen to have a little money left
after buying youi jeans and would like
to help those in need, we'd appreciate
your contribution.
More information about United
Way may be obtained from Dr. George
Morton, campaign director on-campus
for this year. Checks or cash may also
be sent in care of Dr. Morton, 444
Education Bldg
If each employed student would
contribute the wages of one hour's
work we would be the most responsive
student body in Northwestern Ohio.
Your United Way pledge works for
all of us.

high school beachhead
Adults watching high school kids
going back for the fall term may want
to temper their nostalgia.
Doubtless there is still goofing off,
football,
ice
cream
sodas and
wonderfully serious conversations with
the English teacher, but for over
180,000 high schoolers there is also
Junior ROTC.
JROTC has been around since 1916
but only as a curiosity in a few
hundred schools. In the last 10 years,
however, it has expanded into 1,200
American high schools and. as with
everything else connected with the
military, its growth potential seems
quite rosy.
Junior Rotci doesn't train officers.
Its graduates aren't commissioned. So
what does it do?
A SERGEANT who teaches in the
program at San Francisco's Galileo
High School was quoted (in Youth
Magazine, May, 1974) as saying,
"Discipline is what we teach. Also,
obedience: how to follow orders.
Young people need more discipline.
Not necessarily from a military sense
of discipline. Since World War II.
families don't have much discipline at
home. If we taught discipline then we
would not have as many muggers, car
thefts, etc."
Ah, another anti-crime nostrum, but
that's not all they teach. Robert K.
Musil of the Center for National
Security Studies in Washington has
been inspecting the teacher material
presented to (he boys and girls in the
program. In an Army text book
designed for 16-year-olds and entitled
"Intermediate
Leadership
Development." he came across this
passage:

Nicholas
vi» Hoflman

(As quoted from.the April 5. 1975
issue of tjic Nation).
Incomparably more interesting than
trigonometry, and more practical, too.
Not that broader theoretical studies
are neglected. The Air Force version of
JROTC.
in
cooperation
with
American
Rockwell.
offered
a
four-year $l.000-a-year scholarship to
any college or university for, in the
words of Ari Force magazine, "an
analysis of the role of the Bl strategic
bomber
in
our
deterrence
strategy. . aimed at broadening public
understanding of this role."
The military is moving in on the
high schools in other areas as well. The
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery Tests arc now administered to
more than a million and a half
students.
In New Hampshire the kids are
required to lake them, but whether or
not that becomes general, offering

"You may want to lake silent
weapons in killing, stunning or
capturing individuals. The trench kife
and
bayonet
arc
excellent
weapons. .The blunt end of a hand ax
can be used to stun an enemy; the
cutting edge is employed to kill. A
machete can also be used for cutting
and
slabbing. . .Clubs,
blackjacks,
sticks and pistol butts are used chiefly
to stun; however, a hard blow on the
temple or base of the neck may kill. A
blackjack is improvised by filling a
sock with wet sand. If a club or a stick
is used as a silent weapon, be certain it
is short and solid. Another effective
weapon, the garrole, may be used by
fastening a wood handle to each end
of a 18-inch length or wire. (tig. 12.)"

x

Leirers
overpriced

After a year of hanging out in the
Union and watching (he prices of food
rise, I can no longer stay silent.
These rises are aimed at the people
who are most helpless, we students.
For example let's take Ihe daily
special. Two quarters ago it was $1.35,
this summer it went up to $1.45, and
now it is $1.75.
Now I can understand sonic
increases in prices, but there has to be
some point at which prices stop. And
if prices are rising, why are the
protions getting smaller? This seems to
be an overkill.
The rise in prices has brought about
an absurd comparision. Check the
menus: grilled cheese--65 cents, with
tomalo-75 cents; cheeseburger-60
cents, deluxe-70 cents. Now using
logic, it would seem that if you
wanted a cheap cheese sandwich, order
a cheeseburger, hold the meat.
If the Union feels they are losing
money on the food, maybe they need
to be reminded of their market. We are
students, with limited incomes, and
the Union management needs be made
aware of this. Otherwise, they are
going to price themselves out of their
only market.
Dexter Honeycutt
19837 Hull Prairie Rd.

slim chances?
In response to Kalhy Palasck's letter
in the Oct. 2 issue of the News. You
should consider yourself lucky that
you had nothing seriously wrong with
you. If you had, I would consider your
chances of being around to write your
letter very slim.
A year ago this month, my
roommate and close friend was
admitted to the Health Center for
what they diagnosed as an overdose of
drugs.
He was placed in a room to sleep it
off. He never saw a doctor during the
first four hours of his stay. He never
woke up. He died of a cerebral
hemorrhage some 18 hours later in a
Toledo hospital where his correct
malady was first discovered-after it
was too late. They found only a
normal dote of Darvon. which was

given to him by the Health Center, in
his system.
Miss Palasck, your misconceptions of
the
Health
Center
arc
not
misconceptions. Unless one has a cold
during business hours. I would not
advise going to the Health Center for
"competent" help.
Dan Feichi
1004 Eighth St.

so much more
1 have read Mr. Keith's letters for
the past few years and IOW I must
comment on them.
Mr. Kcilh, you ate well tntentioned
and your views were shared by Ihe
majority of the Western World in the
1600's. But today is 1975.
Your dogma was necessary for
mankind in the past as human
development needed that kind of
belief as a child today believes in Santa
Claus. No doubt there are many others
at that stage who still need it.
Think of what you are doing. You
define sin insuch a way that everybody
is a sinner. The only way to salvation
(God forgiving sins) is through the
belief you happened to be hi ought up
with. All the others are wrong.
IT IS LIKE saying. "In my father's
house there is one mansion and he
gave me the key and brothers if you
want Ihe key only me and my type
have it. If you don't do it my way let
thy heart be troubled." You seem to
say, "Seek this way only, and you
shall receive; seek another and ye shall
not!"
If I hid written this in your time I
probably would have been burnt at the
stake or a few hundred years later,
smeared.
But I say to you, mankind (and
womankind) is growing up (though
slowly - -you still have a large
congregation.) There are people who
still believe in Santa Claus because
that's what their parents brought them
up to believe, others have let society
dictate to them belief in Hanukkah
bushes (Uncle Tom's gift.)
Isn't ii a coincidence that the only
way to salvation is through the religion

you

It is only a matter of time before we
learn that the Pentagon is paying a
bounty lo high school teachers for
each one of their puplis who signs up
When President Ford sends 30 or 40
of them to young, quick and
purposeless death in a Mayaquez
escapade, the television interviews of
the stunned and confused parents
invariable contain some statement that
Johnnie joined up and died for
patnotic reasons.
THE PENTAGON'S own studies of
enlistment motivation show that most
join the colors because it's the only
decently paying job they can get or

because of the chances lor schooling.
The vanety of scholarships and tuition
aids connected with joining one form
of the military or another is
bewildcringly large. In Oregon, for
example, they even have a program
that gives seniors in the National
Guard credit for graduation.
The
Pentagon spends in the
neighborhood of S600.000 a year on
recruiting. It has tens of thousands of
people working on it. That's too much
for most local school boards.
Anyway, why should they keep the
military outfit's for national secuniy.
isn't it '.'Besides, maybe they can make
the kids behave How can it hurt to
have kids read in a Marine Corps
textbook
called
"Adventures in
Leadership" thai Vietnam. "Above
all. showed again that the Marine
Corps was and is icady to establish a
beachhead anywhere, and if necessary,
stay and light until the job is done."
The new beachhead is in secondary
education, and if that doesn't work,
they'll land in the grammar schools.
Nor is it likely they can be prevented
from exploiting what was once the
local school for the centralized stale's
benefit. The opposition is too weak,
too pooi and IOO obscure
Copyright. 1975, The Washington PostKing Features Syndicate

OK, THREE PACES TO THE REAR — AND, PLEASE, NO SEX-ROLE TALK.'

and way youi parents taught you I
guess

these tests is but part of a larger effort
to use the schools as adjuncts to the
enlistment program.
The test results are a useful
preliminary screening for the .'2,000
armed service recruiters. By their very
name, of course, they encourage the
idea among the kids, whom the evil
coachmen of the Pentagon are trying
to lure to Candy Land, that you can
learn a uselul trade by signing up.
To get at the kids by getting into
the schools, the armed services are
doing everything from presenting
fashion shows to penetrating the
American Personnel and Guidance
Association to get the counselors to
(out the kids onto a military career

being I chosen one must

have i grave responsibility to baptize
others to your beliefs.
The enlightened man oi woman will
no longei believe through fear, your
greatest weapon.
If people know the highest feeling
they perceive is love - fume as il might
be • how can they expect any less horn
the divine 01 infinite''
You may believe youi bible is
finished, complete and perfect human
translations and all - that's line. You
have leached your level. Bui for others
there is more so much more. When
you arc ready it'll be there for you
loo
Howard Sanders
261 Vanity South

program is one dedicated to Service, ol
helping others. We have a good time
but our good times stem from ihe acts
of service we are able to perform.
Some of out
othci
projects
include I Best booth award Ji last
year's Mardi Gras, the receipts from
which were divided between the
Kidney Foundation and the Sickle Cell
Anemia Fund. 2. Wc have been
involved
in
city
bcautificatioii
projects. 3. Wc have participated in
various chanty drives. 4 We have
helped Boy Scout camps which were
understaffed
These are only a few of our own
local piojects we have done, not
including the national projects we have
been and are working on
And through it all wc Still have a

good, no great, time But then, helping
people is always a great time,
Iheie .lie J lot of things on llns
campus snd in this world which are
real bummers, and many we can do
little about. Bui we owe il to ourselves
to try lo correct everything lhat is
within our power lo correct
Alpha Phi Omega gives students the
opportunity lo become pan of a
concerted effort to do what can be
done Join us in helping others, it'll
give you a high you'll never gel from
anything else.
If you're interested in finding oul
more about Alpha Phi Omega you can
call meal 352-7627.
Chris Washck
831 7th St. Apt!

get high
THe BG news

helping out
I
would
like
to
lake
this
opportunity to welcome all Student!
here al BGSU.
This is the start of a brand new
year, my last here at BG. and for lhat
reason I am not going to wr.ie this
letter knocking anyone or anything, I
want lo begin this year on a hopeful,
happy, helpful note and I believe there
are many out there in newspaperland
who share these sentiments.
After two years here on campus. I
can say 1 have seen quite a few
improvements. The most notable and
important of which is the removal of
many of the architectural barriers to
wheelchair students.
New ramps and special routes are
being reserved for (I dislike the word)
handicapped students. Rails are being
installed in the restrooms for easier
access by people in wheelchairs.
This has not occurred over merely
two years, but closer to ten years of
active groups here on campus working
for Ihe removal of these barriers.
Sadly, the fight is not completed.
I am proud to say, however that I
am a member of one of these groups
thai has worked and is working for the
removal of the remaining barriers. This
group is Alpha Phi Omega, a national
service
organization. Our
entire
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'Charity' to premiere
"Sweet
Charily." a
contemporary musical based
on the Neil Simon novel and
set in New York City, will
be
presented
8
p.m.
tomorrow through Friday in
the Grand Ballroom. Union.
"Charity"
ran
on
Broadway from 1966-67.
Cy Cole man arranged the
music for the original while
Dorothy Fields wrote the
lyrics, according to Dennis
O'Dell.
the
University
production' director.
O'Dell. a senior majoring
in theater at the University,
said
(hat
the
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO)
financed
the
production, while Theater

Unbound, a segment of
University
Theater,
provided the equipment and
rehearsal space for the
show.
UAO
REPRESENTATIVES in spring
asked O'Dell if he was
interested in producing a
show for them. At the time
he
was
directing
the
University's production of
"Dames At Sea."
"UAO
tries
to get
student-oriented programs."
O'Dell said. "They are here
to provide entertainment.
But instead of bnnging in a
show, they would rather
have students put one on,"
he said.

Because of the show's
four-week
production
schedule. O'Dell said it was
necessary to cast the show
in
spring.
During
the
summer,
performers
rehearsed parts while the set
and costume designers also
worked on the play,he said.
Steve Bailous U "Charity's"
technical director and Sandi
Barger is the costume
designer.
" 'Charity' is a play about
a girl who works as a dance
hall hostess," O'Dell said.
"She's typically a bom loser
character. She constantly is
getting a raw deal from life
but she always comes out
smiling."

THE PLAY'S opening
scene typifies her luck as
her boyfriend
steals her
purse and pushes her into a
lake. O'Dell said.

Rhodes threat
CLEVELAND (AP) -- Gov. James Rhodes' escort! at a
weekend dinner-dance were mainly plainclothesmen.
alter the state's chief executive received a threat on his
life.
Authorities said at least 40 policemen were among
guests Saturday night at the Arcade, where a dinner was
held to provide funds for renovation of downtown
Cleveland.
A letter, received Friday, said Rhodes would be shot
Saturday between Public Square and the Arcade.
Authorities said il was signed. "Booker Goldman."

Charity-played by Libby
Allen-decides she still wants
romance.
She
meets
Oscai-played
by
Mike
Lippert-a nice guy who falls
in love with Charity but
cannot
handle
the
relationship.
i

Other cast members are
Nickie (Laura Sterinoli) and
Helcne (Carol Cox), "a pair
of hard-core whores with
hearts of gold who really
love Charity." O'Dell said.

Vetoes

Court to review cases
WASHINGTON(AP) -• The Supreme Court agreed
yesterday to review the constitutionality of spending limits
and other reforms enacted to cover federal elections
beginning with next year's presidential campaign.
The case was one of two with a political cast that the
court accepted for arguments as it opened its 1975-76 term.
In the other, the court will consider a decision of the
U.S. Circuit Court in Chicago that firing a non-civil Service
employe
because
of his political affiliations is
unconstitutional.
JUSTICE William Douglas. 76. and crippled by a stroke,
made his first appearance on the Supreme Court bench
since April 21. Douglas participated in nearly all of the long
list of decisions announced by the court.
The justices agreed to hear appeals from:
- A three - judge federal court's decision upholding a
Missouri law that requires husbands or parents to give
consent for an abortion.
- A decision of the U.S. Circuit Court in New Orleans
that it wjs unconstitutional for a Mississippi school district
to refuse to employ two women as teachers' aides because
they were unwed mothers.
- A THREE judge federal court ruling striking down a
federal law designed to protect the dwindling herds of wild
horses and burros on the Western Plains.
- An appeals court ruling that the Border Patrol may not
use an area-wide wariant to stop northbound vehicles at
checkpoints near the Mexican bolder in its search for illegal
immigrants.
- A decision that a prisoner without funds has an
unconditional right to a free transcript of his trial.
I lie election reform case is generally expected to be

heard in November, so that the court can reach an early
decision in view of the imminence of the presidential
campaign. The court said it will hear four hours of
argument - four times the usual allotment.

Dr. Norman Graebner, a well-known historian spoke
on "America's Search for World Order" Friday in the
Grand Ballroom. Union. (Newsphoto by Ed Subal

FBI files reveal 'tricks'
WASHINGTON
(AP) -Newly released FBI
documents
reveal
the
agency engaged in political
dirty tricks in Michigan and
once cost
a Cleveland
woman her job because her
husband had worked for a
Socialist-oriented party in a
campaign.
The previously secret
memos disclose the FBI
mailed phony letters in a
1965 attempt to convince
the Michigan Democratic
party that a youth affiliate
had been, infiltrated by
Socialists.
The documents, made
public Sunday, also disclose
that the FBI claimed its
intervention
caused
Cleveland school officials to
fire a local music teacher
who was married to a

Socialist
activist.

Workurs

party

THE DOCUMENTS were
released by the Polticial
Rights Defense Fund which
represents
the
Socialist
Workers in a $27 million
lawsuit accusing the FBI of
unconstitutional harassment
and disruption of legitimate
political
activity.
The
bureau was directed by
court order to turn the
secret files over to the
party.
Many of the files released
by the Fund describe acts
undertaken as part of the
agency's
broad
counterintelligencc
programs.
known
as
Cointelpro.
against
the
Socialist Workers
and

various political militants on
the left and tight.
The document! also show
that
the
FBI
was
inicmcwing and keeping
files on parly members in
1972 and l«7.t. after the
formal Cointelpro operation
was said by the FBI to have
been ended in April 1971.
In the Michigan Incident
letters
alleging
that
Socialists had infiltrated the
Young Democrati Club il
Wayne
Slate
Univeisily
were sent to lop stale
Democrati.
THE FUND called it an
attempt "to poison relations
between
the
Michigan
Democratic party and its

youth affiliate"
Detiou campui.

on

the

"This incident is ihe tirst
documented case m which
Ihe FBI tried to disrupt the
affairs
of
cither
the
Democratic or Republican
panics." the fund said in a
statement.
In the Cleveland case, the
document!
show
that
Cleveland
FBI
agents
learned the wife of Rod
Moll, chairman of the Ohio
campaign committee lot the
Socialist Worker! Party's

1964 presidential candidate,
was hired on a piobationary
basil as an elementary
school music teacher.

COLUMBUS (AP) - A key Democratic legislative
leadet advised seven stale administrators yesterday to
ignore Gov James Rhodes' vetoes of state budget
language applying to their department.
House Speaker Vernal Rifle Jr.. (D-New Boston)said
11 sections of the budget, which the governor line-item
vetoed, "should be administered as enacted by the
General Assembly." Rifle based his contention on a
Sept 11 opinion by Ally. Gen. William Brown declaring
the vetoes invalid

Kidnap
St
AI.BANS. W.Va. (API-A St. Albans man
returned home yesterday aftei a seven- hour kidnaping
thai ended with two arrests in Ohio.
John Rutherford, IX. told police he was kidnaped at
gunp.mii Sunday evening ai a cai wash here. He said he
«.is kept locked in the trunk of his own car until he was
Irecd by Ohio Highway Patrolman neai Galhpolis.
Federal charges were pending against Charles Kit/.. 26,
of Charleston, and Harriett Lilly. 38, of Castro Valley.
Calif.. Ohio authorities said. They were being held in the
Gallia County Jail pending transfer to Columbus.

Attack
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP)-ln a daring
coordinated raid, leftist guerrillas attacked a provincial
army garrison Sunday in an abortive attempt to steal
guns, then lied in a hijacked plane, leaving at least 29
dead by official count.
Government troops yesterday combed areas near
Rafaela, 290 miles north of here, where the Montoncro
guerrilla! left the plane after the laid on an infantry
garrison in Formosa, a small provincial capital on the
Paiaguayan border 575 miles to the north.
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Search for Hoffa
stems from 'hoax
DETROIT
(AP)-A
search for ihe body of
ex-Teamsters
prcsidcnl
James Hoffa stemmed from
i hoax developed by an
ex-convict from Los Angeles
who demanded SI 25.000 to
pinpoint the location of a
grave that never existed,
according
to
law
enforcement sources here.
"My information is very
solid that this whole thing is
a hoax," said one source.
"This
guy
demanded
$75,000 to find Hoffa's
body, and a number of

people agreed to pay it. The
figure went up later to
$125,000. I don't know
whether the money has
been paid. I suspect it has."
Another
sou rce
confirmed the figures and a
third agreed that the entire
episode was a "flim-flam"
but said he did not know
how much money was
involved.
HOFFA disappeared July
.'0 and some authorities
have speculated that he was
killed
because
of
his

attempts to regain control
of the union.
The sources said they did
not know whether Hoffa's
son agreed to pay part of
the money for burial site
information.
An unsuccessful search of
a nearby wooded field and
swamp area was conducted
after
an
unidentified
informant contacted Senate
investigator
William
Callinaro and said he had
spoken with a man involved
in the slaying of the missing
labor leader.
Gailinaro
turned
the
information, which included
sketchy
instructions for
finding the supposed grave
site.
over
to
state
authorities.

PUBLISHED REPORTS
have
identified
the
informant as Harry Hall of
Los Angeles. But Hall, also
known as Harry Haller, has
denied he was the tipster.
Callinaro, who works for
the
Senate
permanent
subcommittee
on
investigations headed by
Sen.
Henry
Jackson,
(D-Wash.), was called back
to
Washington
after
Republican subcommittee
members objected to the
way
the
matter
was
handled.
"I know my informant."
Callinaro told the Detroit
News
before
leaving
Michigan Saturday night.
"He has produced for us
before. This is no sham."

Kidnap victim's fate unknown
LIMERICK. Ireland (AP)
- The fate of kidnaped
Dutch industrialist Ticdc
llerrema
was
unknown
yesterday, more than 24
hours past the threatened
deadline for his execution,
and fears grew that he might
be dead.
The Irish government
reasserted its refusal to give
in
to
the
kidnapers'
demands
that
three
imprisoned terrronsls. Rose
Dugdale. Kevin Mallon and
Jim Hyland. lie freed to
procure llcriema's nlMM

Herrema's firm, the Dutch
multinational steel company
Ferenka,
have
declared
themselves
ready
to
negotiate a money ransom
for llerrema, 5.'. who was
seized near his home Friday.
Ilcrrcrn's son Jcllc. 26,
appealed over Irish radio
and television Sunday night
tor I he kidnapers to contact
him but reported no word
was received by telephone
or other communication.
Police said they doubted
that an offer of money
would divert the kidnapers
trom their original demand
for release ol the prisoners.

It said it would make no
deal with Ihe kidnapers,
believed by the police 10 be
a militant splinter group of
Ihe
underground
Irish
Republican Army (IRA).
The IRA itself has denied
any involvement.

THE IRISH government
will not try to block any
ransom payments designed
to secure Herrema's release.
Justice
Minister
Patrick
Cooney said.

THE DUTCH Embassy
and the abducted man's
wife. Elizabeth llerrema.
endorsed the government's
position and
said
Ihe
Netherlands had taken a
similar stand on terrorist
demands in the past.
However, the family and

"If
Ferenka
were
prepared to pay a ransom
privately to these kidnapers,
as tree citizens they would
be entitled to do this. I do
not see that the government
will stand in their way," he
told a radio intcrvicwei.
"If it were to save a man's

life, no humane person
would object. Everybody
would be happy to see his
life spared.::
Cooney emphasised that
the government's "no deal"
policy is unchanged in the
case, which he called "a
serious and sinister affair.
AS
TO
THE
Irish
Republican Army. Cooney
said: "They have denied any
involvement
in
this
particular kidnaping. . . But
the moral responsibility is
firmly on the IRA. They
recruited these people, they
motivated them, they armed
them
and
they
have
perverted them into actions
such as this."
Meanwhile in Northern
Ireland, a bomb exploded in
a
pub
and
killed
a
policeman near l.imavady in
County Londonderry. The
policeman had come to the
pub to investigate an armed
robbery.
The death brought to
1,333
the
number
of
persons killed in sectanan
warfaic since l*H>°. when
the
IRA
launched
its
campaign to drive Britain
from Northern Ireland and

unite the predominantly
Protestant province with the
Roman
Catholic
Irish
republic. Sixty-six of those
killed have been police.

Sign-ups scheduled
Sign-up will be Thursday from 4-5 p.m. for school
schedules and Friday from 3-4 p.m. for non-school
schedules (including business, government, agencies and
graduate schools) in the Forum. Student Services Bldg.
A standard placement data sheet must be turned in for
each organization with which the interviewee is signing up.
BUSINESS
Oct. 20
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp. Sales rep.: B/any major.
Oct. 21
Lazanis (citizenship rcquiredj-Mcrchandise trainee:
B/MBA in bus. adm., B/retailing. December and March
grads preferred.
Marion
Laboratories
(citizenship
rcquired)--Pharmaceutical sales B/busincssor science.

American
Hospital
Supply
Cory.
(citizenship
required)-Sales B or M/busmess. Management understudy:
B or M/financc and accounting.
North
Electric
Company
(citizenship
required)-Technical programmer/analyst: B & M/comp.
science. One-hour interviews.
GOVERNMENT
Oct. 20

Lazarus-See above.
Schultz.
Krahe.
Martin
&
Long Suit
accountant-Cleveland: B or M in accounting. Student must
have .'.0 accum in accountin g and 2.5 overall.

Navy (citizenship required)-B or M/science.
Oct. 21
Navy-See above.

Oct. 23

Murderer to hang in Bahamas
NASSAU,
Bahamas
(AP) •• The
scheduled
hanging
today
of
a
Milwaukee
youth
who
confessed to killing three
other Americans in Nassau
is a "necessary evil to
protect
society."
a
Bahamian official says.
"Theft
is
absolutely
nothing that can be done
now,"
govern menl
spokesman Cyril Stevenson
said
yesterday
of
Ihe
execution
of
Micluah
Shobek.
22. who told
ol finals he killed three
fellow
tourists
undo
guidance trom "my lathei,
God."
Appeals by AmblSMdoi
Seymour Weiss and two
U.S.
congressmen
to
commute the sentence to

life imprisonment have been
denied

ll, iiI been found innocent of
Boislcin's death

SHOBEK was convicted
of the January 1974 slaying
of Irwin Borstein, a New
York accountant
whose
body was found on a
remote beach with stab
wounds in the abdomen and

"NOBODY LIKES to
hang people." Stevenson
said. "But we find it
necessary lo do It on certain
Occasions
where VICIOUS
crimes are involved.
"Hanging is no doubt a
deteirenl." he said. "If we
didn't
hang
people
occasionally, the society
would fall apart."
Shobek's
widowed

cheat
Duiing the trial. Shobek
also said he killed an Ohio
attorney and a teen-age
Detroit schoolgirl "because
of love" and guidance from
"my father. God." He said
I hey were the Angels of
Lucifer
The other victims were
Plul llowell ol Massillon.
Ohio, found in his hotel
room Dec. 5. 1973", with
slab wounds in the neck and
chest; and Katie Smith, 17,
found strangled in a ditch in
a lesidential area.
Bahamian authorities uid
they would have prosecuted
him for those slayings if lu-

mother,

Juanita

Spencer,

said yesleiday that she
spoke
to her son. by

telephone Friday,
"I told him I was woiking
on the case, and he told me
he loved me and respected
me," she said. "He was sad
but not crying."

HE SON WAS a "smart

1095 N. MAIN ST.

STEREO
COMPONENTS

11:00 A.M. TO 2:30 A.M.
LUNCH 11-2 P.M.

-CB Radios
-Campus lettering
and sportswear
- Foosball tables
- Car stereos
- Burglar alarms
- Sporting goods

• 19 components totaling
nearly $10,000 featuring
1976 models exclusively
U.S. Pioneer, Sony, JBL,
and Turner

Oct. 24

Oct. 22

NORTHGATE
LOUNGE
SOUND SYSTEM
AND PARTY SERVICE

The Budd Company (citizenship required)--Management
trainee comprehensive B & M/bus. adm.. B/economics.
industrial
tech.,
management.
accounting,
interdepartmental business, marketing, liberal studies.
General Electric (citizenship requiredV-December and
March grads only. Lamp division B& M/chemistry. B/mfg.
tech., production management, materials management,
accounting, information systems.
Price
Walerhouse
(citizenship
rcquircd)--Staff
accountant B or M/accounting.

AVAILABLE
FOR FRA TERNITY
AND SORORITY TEAS
BACK IN BUSINESS
FOR YOUR PLEASURE.

and
good
boy" when
growing up but later spent
time in various reform
tchouli '•« petty crimes.
Mrs. Spencer said.
"He knew where every
after-hours joint was in
Milwaukee and could tell
UK who all the pimps and
prostitutes weie. He was
very sheet-smart, and very
aggressive." she told a
newspaper
Prison
olhcials
said
Shobek has been a quiet
prisoner, spending much i>t
his time leading and writing
sones and poetry.
Sen. Gaylor Nelson and
Rep Henry Reuss, both of
Wisconsin, asked Bahamian
officials at the request of
Mrs. Spencer lor "less than
capital
punishment
for
liiiiii.niitaii.iii reasons." But

a Bahamian court earlier
ruled against a life sentence,
making hanging automatic
THE HANGING is not
public. No one-not even the
hangmen-sees the actual
execution
in
Fox
Hill
Prison. The prisoner is put
in place in a small gallows
room, and the "hangman"
throws a trapdoor-switch
from an adjoining room.
A
short
lime later.
Stevenson said, a doctor and
coroner's jury enter the
gallows room, examine the
prisonei and pronounce him
dead.
"The body is then placed
in a plain pine box and
taken lo Old Trail Cemetery
where
it
is
huned."
Stevenson said. "It's a
public graveyard."

«s>s»«s>Sa»s>»S>iss)>als»air<as» «»■

WELCOME BACK TO
B.G.S.U.

ZIP'S
ICE CREAM

ACROSS THE STREET FROM
HARSHMAN

DISCOUNT COUPONS AVAILABLE
I 12 S. MERCER
353-3095

Exclusive Representatives For:
1. PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES INC.
2. RAM ELECTRONICS INC.
3. COLLEGE MARKETING & RESEARCH CORP
4. BUCKEYE SPORTS SUPPLY
STUDENT OPERATED AND OWNED
FURTHER INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS
. CONTACT: BRAD PILZ
352-0735
DAVE BROWN 352-0996
SCOTT HERL
352-2406
SEE THE B.C. NEWS THURSDA Y FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING
THE OCTOBER 11 PARTY FOLLOWING THE TOLEDO FOOTBALL GAME.
1ATURING BRAND NAMES
SANSUI TECHNICS SHERWOOD PIONEER MARANTZ PHILLIPS BOSF JBL INFINITY FISHER DUAL
IMPRO GLENBURN

GARRARD CONCORD KLH SONY -SUPERSTORE

SENNHEISER MAXELL HARMON KARDON

PANASONIC

EMPIRE DICKERING KOSS

MOTOROLA PACE HYGAIN EPI VENTURI

JENSEN MINDBLOWIR ULTRALINEAR ROTEL KENWOOD

COLUMBIA

7 37 S. Main
8 PACK
16 OZ. PEPSI
352-8639

$1.19 PLUS DEPOSIT
REGULARILY $1.49

Cold Bear - Wina - Champagne

South Side
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am • 11 p.m. Weekdays & Sunday
9 am ■ 12 pm Friday & Saturday
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Ford to cut taxes
WASHINGTON
(AP) - President
Ford proposed yesterday S28 billion
of permanent tax cuts to take effect in
the 1976 election year-contingent on
a similar cut in annual federal
spending.
In a broadcast address from his Oval
Office. Ford said tax cuts for both
individuals and corporations "must be
tied together in one package" with a
presidential recommendation that
federal spending in the 1977 fiscal
year that begins next July I be held at
$395 billion, about S28 billion below
present budget piojections.
"It would be dangerous and
irresponsible." said Ford, "to adopt
one without the other. I will not
accept that as an answer for our
future I want these proposals acted
upon together b> the Congress."
TREASURY SECRETARY William
Simon told newsmen the tax cuts Ford
is rccoinmcnding-wliich would exceed
the temporary lax reductions due to
expire
Dec.
3! -would
benefit
individuals ovet businesses by a maigin
of about three to one.
"Three-quarters of this permanent
reduction" said Ford, "will be for
individual taxpayers. And the chief
benefits will be concentrated.where
they belong-among working people."

Ford called on Congress to raise
everyone"s personal tax exemption to
$1,000 from $750. to lower basic
personal income tax tales and to make
the standard deduction for single
taxpayers a Oat $1,800 and $2,500 for
married couples.
"Under my proposal," he said, "a
typical family of four earning a total
of $14,000 a year would get a
permanent tax cut of $412 a yeai--a
27 per cent reduction," the President
said.
THE SENTIMENT in Congress was
to try to extend the tax cuts regardless
of what the President recommended.
The
House Ways and Means
Committee is scheduled to tackle the
subject today.
Ford's proposals foi cuts in business
taxes would include a reduction in the
maximum corporate tax rate from 48
pii cent to 46 per cent, apd would
make petmanent the temporary 10 per
cent investment credit put into effect
this year as a recession-fighting
measure.
Simon said that if Ford was handed
a
tax
cut
bill
without an
accompanying ceiling on fiscal 1977
spending, "the President would veto
it."
When a rcportei suggested Congress
might cut taxes now and defer action

on a spending ceiling, he replied. "1
would certainly hope you're wrong."
SAID FORD: "We must recognize
that cut ling taxes is only half the
answer. If we cul only taxes, but do
not cut growth of government
spending, budget deficits will continue
to climb, the federal government will
continue to borrow to much money
from the private sector, we will have
more inflation, and ultimately we w
have more unemployment. Substantial
cuts in your taxes must be tied to
subslantial cuts in the growth of
government spending."
Ford noted that the federal budget
topped $100 billion for ihe first time
since 1963 and doubled in si/.e in eight
years.
"In the coming fiscal ye3r, unless
we act." he said, "it will double again
to ovei S4O0 billion."
Ford said the new budget he will
present to Congress in January will
revise, consolidate and reduce many
current spending progiams.

ligypi
paiaded
both
Soviet and Western military
equipment,
including
American jeeps and French
and British aircraft, in
ceremonies
yestciday
marking
the
second
anniversary of the 1973 war
with Israel.
War Minister Mohammed
Abdcl Ghany Gamasy said
thai in the 19-day war
tgyplian aimed forces had
"plucked the fruit of
victory that ended years of
dart!*M " One of the fruits.
ho said, was the new Sinai
actoid with Israel
In Israel, where the
anniversary passed without
ceremony,
officials
reasserted thai Israel will
not put the Sinai agreement
into effect until tgypi
allows cargo bound y for
Israel lo pass through the
Suez Canal. They indicated
there will be an attempt to
move Israeli-bound cargo
through the canal by the
end of October.
A DOZEN French-built
Mirage
III
jet

fighter-bombers and six
Biiiish-inadc
Commando
helicopters swept over the
reviewing stand during the
I Show ceremonies at a
parade grounds in a Cairo
suburb.
President Anwar Sadat,
who
watched
the
ceremonies, is expected to
seek additional American
military equipment when he
makes a stale visit to the
United States starting Oct.
27.'
Security was extra tight
following two attacks in lire
past month against Egyptian
facilities abroad by radical
Arabs piolesling Ihe new
agreement with Israel.
Speaking
before
the
parade. Gamasy said the
SIII.II accord "brings aboul
anothei Israeli withdrawal
and allows us to regain our
oil wealth. It represents a
new strategic victory for
fcgypt and Ihe Arabs."
IN A television interview
aired yesterday. Gamasy
also said the early warning
stations lo be set up in the
buffer zone under the
accord and (o be manned

partly by Americans will
not prevent Egypi from
mounting a surprise attack
against Israel.
He said Egypt had
managed tosurpnse Israel in
the October 1973 attack
despile ihe operation of an
Isiaeli early warning stalion
in the Sinai. He said the
station itself was hit by
Egyptian fire.
1 hough
an Egyptian
commitment
to
allow
Israeli-bound cargo to pass
through Ihe Suez Canal in
third-country ships is part
of the new Sinai accord.
Israel says Egypt already
was committed to a secret
promise made in January
1974 to allow Israeli cargo
through the canal.
OFFICIALS
IN
Jerusalem said that promise
must be kepi before Israel
will implement Ihe new
accord, which calls for
Israeli withdrawal from a
Sinai area that includes the
Abu Rudeis oil fields.
Officials said that though
Israel plans to sign the
documents after the U.S.
Congress
approves
stationing of Am nan

CLIMB THE LETTERS
TO SUCCESS.

•"

• .»-

When he does that, lie said, "you
will heai loud protests front one gioup
aftei
anoiher
contending that
Washington should keep up an endless
flow of subsidies. But we have lo lace
luiiil realities: our financial resources
are limited We must learn 10 lite
within our means."

Egypt marks war
By The Associated Press

'

civilians al the Sinai
monitomig posls. it will not
implement them until the
tiisl caigo goes through the
canal. Congress is expected
lo act this week.
Three
A m e 11 c a n
technicians of Mobil Oil Co.
arrived Sunday at Ihe Ras
Sudr oil wells. 75 miles
north of the main Abu
Kudos fields, and were
reported yesterday lo be
making preparation for
eventual turnover of the
wells to Egypt. Mobil ran
the field in partnership with
Ihe
Egyptian
General
Pelioleum Co. until Israel
captured il in 1967.
IN
OTHER " Mideast
developments'
- President Sadat, in an
interview broadcast lasl
night on Dutch television,
said he had told President
Ford he Will oppose any
move by the United States
to supply Israel with
Pershing missiles. The U.S.
government has agreed to
study the possibility of
supplying such
missiles
equipped with conventional
warheads.

Bob Quick (left), graduate
student
in
geophysics,
measures the magnetic field
around Wood County as
part of his master's thesis.
Assisting him is Dr. Barry
Cobb. assistant professor of
physics, who wears a
proton • p rec ision
magnetometer on his belt
(top). The device (bottom)
measures the earth's total
magnetic field. (Newsphotos
by Dick Kaverman).
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AWB concert provides fun, enjoyment
Review By
David Fandray
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The Average While Band opened
this year's concert activities Sunday
night in Anderson Arena. While not a
spectacular performance. AWB's show
was both fun and enjoyable.
The
band's
low-key
Scottish
interpretation of American soul and
funk proved to be mote than a pale
imitation of the 60's Motown sound,
and it obviously delighted all segments
of the audience.
IN THE COURSE of its set. AWB
managed to touch on all elements of
the black rhythm and blues styles that
wetc popular both in this country and
the United Kingdom ten years ago.
The band opened and closed its set
with doses of solid, danceablc funk
which came in the form of the band's
two most successful singles, "Pick Up
the Pieces" and "Cut the Cake."
It was these segments of the show
that appealed most to the audience.
The band worked (and perhaps
overworked) this material to full
effect. In its simplistic, uptempo
repetition, this malcnal was capable of
gelling almost everyone in attendance
to move along with the band.
The heart of the show, however,
was what
came between these
exercises in rhythmic hypnosis.
In the middle of the set AWB
explored a different side of the
Motown sound-the woild of the
mellow and sweet soul ballad.

IT WAS HERE thai the band
excelled. Best chaiacleiiscd by such
songs as "Cloudy" and "If I Evil Lose
This Heaven." these selections win
stunning in theii beauty and emotional
intensity.
The appeal of these songs lay
mainly
in the impressive vocal
pcrfoimances turned in by AWB's
.Hamish Stuait (who. incidentally, was
the focal point of the band due lo his
excellent falsetto vocals) and Alan
Gorrie.
It was the band's authentic rhythm
and blues vocal style thai WSJ III
sliongesl selling point. Inslrumentally.
the band seldom sounded mart than
competent, which is not too surprising
given the ovciall simplicity of the
musical style il specializes in,
The show itself was low key. AWB
obviously is dedicated lo its music.
doing little in the way of putting on an
elaborate visual presentation.
BAND MEMBERS morel) danced
casually to then music, which was
particularly noticihle and refreshing
following the lavish stage movement
and costuming displayed h\ warm-up
act LTD

The 5.500 persons In attendance
weie treated 10 a good slum and
seemed to appreciate the (act.
Tills conceit was an auspicious
hi'ginning foi this yeai's conceit
season.

Newsphotos by
Dan Feicht and Cyndi Bloom
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'Beatlemania' now obsolete

Theater seeks balance
University
Theater
presentation*
will
not
follow a trend toward either
comedy or tragedy this
year, according to Dr. David
Addington, new chairman
of the university Theater
program.
"We try to keep a decent
balance between wants and
needs." Dr. Addington said.
"Right now we are doing a
Bicentennial series.
"Since the world is not
trendy right now, theater
students are no' trendy,"
Dr. Addington continued.
"In the late I960's when
the
war was going on.

4S&
Independent

students wanted to do
play about the war."

tended
to
focus
on
oppresion problems blacks
had in relating to whites,"
Dr. Addington explained.
"Along with the emergency
of black
power, blacks

DURING THE
1950s
and I970's, Dr. Addington
said, the trend was to copy
the beginning works of
playwrights such as Edward
Albee, author of "Whose
Afraid of Virginia Woolf"

decided the most pressing
problem was to find out
who they were- to discover
their own identity."

These
plays
blended
comedy and tragedy and
featured
a
degree
of
cynicism

THE TREND in theater
today varies betweeri the
outside
world
and
the
campus theater, he said.
"The campus is a wee bit
behind.
We
are
not
professional
theater.
We
have
an
obligation
to
provide
the
community
with a library of classics, to
provide
them
with
understanding
of
what
theater is and to educate the
students." he said.

"For instance, "Virginia
Woolf is a serious play with
a lot of funny things in It,"
he said.
Black theater began in
the I960's and is a trend
that has bent with the times
and has shown the most
changes.
Dr.
Addington
noted.
"The early black play

"There is innovation but
a campus tends
ID
be
isolated from the rest of the
world,"
Dr.
Addington
noted. "Innovative things
we do don't get to the
outside world quickly." By
the time word about the
innovative University play is
heard
at
neighboring
colleges, the play is over, he
said.
Yet innovation is a means
for
the
University
to
become
an
important
contributor to theater. "If a
play is viable, it can get
resurrected
again,"
Dr.
Addington said.
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The Establishment, after Ihe painless operalion. realizes
it is safe to advance and pats the now docile beast
Quite a pessimistic talc, but "Beatlemania" is in the past
and will forever remain there, as will the Bay City Rollers.
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29 Supplement
31 Hydrocarbon
sutuxes
JJ noneienms

38 Sparkle: Poet.
40 Like a boor
41 Acceplaasa
me nt>ei

57 A handful
59 Plainclotheeman; aiang
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
Hey, MAN, J JUST HEAP

Hty,DUK£!
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«• Cylindrical
61 Way out .
62 Wh»t »om.
Reno viailor. do
63 Extend

32 Hodgepodge.

the

For more information mall Hie coupon beTow
or call collect (212) 741-8975

17

5
6
7
A

ciatedwith

Venture beyond Iho classroom environment to preview
your field by actually working m a demanding professional
environment

.

malcuta
58 Unprofitable

590 B.C.
17 Slndbad'. bird
18 Like send
20 Sicilian
mountain
21 PIMM of refuge
23 (loawey*
24 Author Fleming
25 Exerctoe
27 Horned goddess
29 Modem
dramatist
VI F.aaanra

teenager.
,
Can
rock audiences accept
BCR's bubble gum
rcmodelings of tunes from the past 'Will pop audiences
who (eel. more than think, accept their syrupy minstrclry?
The current Establishment views Ihc combo as a new
configuration of the subculture beast. The Establishment
pronounces this beast as dangerous, subversive, a menancc
to youth and demands something to be done about il.
Something is. Commercial exploitation has advanced
holding out a bucketful of recording contracts, television
appearances and world-wide fame. By this time, the muzzle
is well buried into place, and the cunning butcher nips

"" ~"

S6 Wheel inl

1 Broom
6 Unas of

! known

Apprenticeships aie available in a variety ol areas

For those of you who were too young to catch the
Beatles their first time around, you could have heard the
old Liverpudlian melodies once again a bit ground-down
and washed-out last Saturday night on Howard Cosell's
"Saturday Night Live."
The "Bay City Rollers," Britain's premiere pop answer to
the unreasonable and totally destructive inflation of the live
concert scene, made their U.S. television debut Saturday
night. The Rollers arc forerunners ol a trend leading lo a
return of the classic rock period of 1963-66 which was
sandwiched somewhere between "beat" jazz and noisy,
brilliant decadence.
ASSERTING to induce the same effects of the
"Beatlemania" of the early 60's. the Rollers are quite
similar to the Beatles because they come along when there
is a lull in the British pop field. They also come in the calm
of the "phony-intellectual-cultist field." This premiere

1 I.7S IOS ANGCUS TIMES

; opinion

Am AjafrCawUccililpi

combo also successfully fulfills the transformation of the
characteristic "rebel" into a shrieking and squirming

Review By
Juan Sola

nun v roncciA/riDn D11771 c

your

Wealth
Basically, we were
born broke.
So Americans got
together and loaned
their new government
over S27.000.000
on faith alone.
Eventually, it was
that faith that won the
war and oar freedom.
Today, that faith is
still alive.
Over 9'i million
modern Americans
buy United States
Savings Bonds
regularly through the
Payroll Savings Plan
... and others where
they bank.
And while their
savings grow, they're
helping their country
grow. too.
IndepeWently.
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8,000 women died

I
■

of a cancer
that can be cured.

N..„

-

ca.
200 years at the fame location.

ttii
The fever that wont break.
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bdrm.,
339
352-3431.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

THE RISING COST OF A MEDCAL EDUCATION. S
'
Like most things the cost of
pltendng medlcol school
has risen shatpiv
over the last
decode Tomonv
medcoJ students
that cos' repre
sents a heavv
burden a financial
problem that can
afreet vourconcenlrat'on
itneednibe
that AO» the
Armed forces
Health Professions
Scholarship Proaram
was originated to
free you from those
worries Men and
women who Qualify
w.1 hove the costs of
tie. medcdi educo
•on covered and
will oso receive a
substantial monthly
allowance
The program offers
more than tuition ond
salary, it offers you the
opportunity to begin
your practice under very
favorable condrtions As a healfh care officer in
the mirtary branch of you choice, you it find
yourself with responsibilities fully m keeping with
your training, ond with the time ond opportunity to
observe a full spectrum of meOcal specialties
When you decide on the specialty you wish to
pursue, you may find yourself taking those
graduate meOcol studws ot one of our many
large and modem mectcal centers If so you con
Count on that Ironing being second to none
Both the Crucd and research work being done
m them hove mode Army. Navy ond Air Force
hospitals o rraior new natonoi medtoal resource
it s a long rood but the first step is srn-pie Just
send m the coupon Tt» derails we send you may
make the whole way o little smoother

CLaSSIFIED -9KMC-

Tutsday. October 7. 1975
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BGSU Skating club otnaral mwtino, and skating tonight
7 p.m., let Arana. All welcome.

AnTMKJ Forcers H*arth Cor*
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
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Rink Rats meeting tonight South end, Ice Arena 7 p.m.
Come and support BGSU Varsity Hockey.

Applications
now
being
taken
foi
homecoming
dates.
II
interested call
Smiley or Eddy at 2-2385.

■:M=I

Rides available to Cleveland,
leaving every Thur. evening.
Also, rides available back
every Tuev morn. Tlies.
thru
Thur.
call
Jag.
372-2669 & 352-6290. Rest
oI week 1 216-761 2391
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Texas Instrument
SR10 electronic slldorule
calculator. Was led in the
University
bookstore
Wednesday
Oct.
10th
sometime between 3 t 4. It
found please call 3520405.
LOST: Contacts in black *
white case, in Math So.
Bldg. 3528920.
HELP WANTED

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring. 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
Like voice lessons? Call
Charlene Harris 2-2181 or
2182.
Leave name and
phone number also time
when you're available.
Bass player wants to start or
loin rock or \tiz band. Call
Kurt. 352-3405.
WANTED
1 m. rmmte. needed to share
apt. »67.50/mo.
Call

352-6203.
1
fm.
, 352-8796.

rm.

$65/mo.
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WFAL has openings In the
Sports Dept. for reporters
to cover' rugby, football,
and
Women s'
Sports.
Interested persons contact
Raid Sheperd In No.413
South Han during business
hours.

American Cancer Society

RN 4V LPN 3-11 and 11-7
full or part time 353-8411
between 9 and 5.

Grad student needs f. to
share "2 bdrm., turn, apt.,
$115/mo. incl. util. Good
spot.
"~-

SERVICES OFFERED

1 m. rmmte. $65/mo. Own

>.--.•

1 f, rmmt. needed win. qtr.
Cheap rent, call Cheryl,
352-1305.
PERSONALS

RIDES

IhcR HJMII.|»K uviihji.jn
JiUimm. il \iHl KIUVVIAKJI ,j|iM'
ir. il*cjrlK»i MJHW when il is imnl

Maple.

Freddies Flock meeting Rm. 257 Memorial Hall, 7:30
p.m.

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

I NkCI 1-tMI.M lUji.Mnkw
iMon. Hurt,'*! lit, ,JI\,I llYn ,.m
tiK *iniv w.'iivn uhujlCMUH ioiv.il ih, in.- i .uuhL UfttxiktM -ill
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pr»"iipll>

S.

Rmmte. needed. Own room.
Ph. 353-3405.
Babysitter in Crim Elem.
School area to care for 7 yr.
old daily 3-6 p.m. Call
352-2268 after 4.

Alpha Gams: You filled our
bellies with trench toast and*
jelly. Thanks for an early
morning arousal-The Sigma
Chi's.
What a Rush! The Sigma
Chi's'thank the Alpha Xi's
for a successful party last
week.
Sisters,
Thanks for the
flowers. We're proud of DZ
and psyched for rush. Love,
your Pledges.
Congrats Viv & Jim on your
SAE-Chi
O
engagement.
Love. Sharon.
Forget me not Christian
Bookstore
Portage,
On.
Open Tue.-Sat. 9:30-5:30.
Congratulations . to
Jill
Hamilton and Hugh Hames
on their recent engagement.
The
Brothers of
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
Free!! Lube jobe with every
oil change and filter. 15%
discount on all accessories
for students, faculty, and
staff. Call for appt. Butler's
Amoco,
175
Wooster.
352-9090.
Mex -H love you for every
reason, every Season. Happy
Anniversary
It
21st
birthday. Shep.

Just
arrived at
Finders.
NEW STRAWBS, new LEO
KOTTKE. and NEW BABE
RUTH.
Tired of Pizza. Sandwiches
& Ice Cream till 12 p.m.
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM.
1027 N. Main. 352-4178.
FOR SALE
Huffs
used
furniture,
catering to college crowd.
Open evenings from 6-9
Rudolph. Ohio. 686-3251.
73 Pinto Runabout. 2000cc
$1800. 4 speed disk 30-35
mgp. 353-4011.
'68 yellow Opal. 4 speed.
352-2232. Call after 5.
Phase Linear 400 amp. used
3 times, 3 wks. old, 3 yr.
warranty. 352-1963.
Siberian
Huskie Puppies.
125.00
Must
see
to
appreciate. 686-4705.
'69
Oatsun
2000
convertible.
Good
cond.
new brakes. 352-0789 after
4 p.m.
EPI 201 speakers. Extreme
definition end smoothness
for lifelike sound. Like new.
Call 352-7627 after 9 p.m.
1971 Olds 442 conv. red
w/white roof. 47,000 mi.
Call Deb. 372-4908.
Mens
10 speed Schwinn
super
sport,
Excellent
condition.
$90.00.
Also
fold-down camper, sleeps
six, stove, heater, good
condition, (300.00. No.33
Gypsy Lane Estates, after
5:15 p.m.
72 Kawaski 350. 3 cylinder.
352-5343.
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Clergyman joins
University parish
By Paul Lmlem

"THE PARISHIONERS have more in
common with each other." he said, noting
the similarity in age and social environment
of campus residents. He also said the campus
has a greater concentration of good
musicians who can add more life to the
liturgy.
Although St. Thomas More has more than
35 programs activities connected with it. Fr.
Graney said most of his attention is placed
on the liturgy. "That's where we get the
most contact with the students." he said.
According to Fr. Graney. the University
offers a much fuller experience than a school
such as he attended, where the entire
emphasis is placed on religion.
"I'm almost jealous of these kids." he
said.
Fr. Graney earned a B.A. at St. Mary's
College in Kentucky, a school solely
concerned with seminary preparation. He
later attended theology school at Catholic
University in Washington. DC. and was
ordained in 1968

Lit he i Paul Graney, a novice to campus
ministry, is the newest member of the St.
Thomas More University Parish. Fr. Graney
replaces Father James Bacik, who left the
parish to study at Oxford University in
bmiland.
A native of Wilmington. Del.. Fr. Graney°s
previous parishes all were in the Wilmington
Diocese. Although most priests spend their
entire careers in one diocese. Fr. Graney said
he became interested in the opening.here
and obtained permission from the bishops of
the Wilmington and Toledo Dioceses to
make the change.
Campus ministry is a new experience for
Fr. Graney. although as a deacon he often
helped with Sunday services at the
University of Delaware. He said he has
noticed some advantages to campus ministry
since arriving in Bowling Green in late
September.

es America
NEW YORK (AP) Japan's Emperor Hirohito's
whirlwind
sampler
of
American
life
has
encompassed sipping tea
from lacquered cups at the
estate of Vice President
Rockefeller and joining hot
dog munching football fans
at Shea stadium to see Joe
Namath perform.
"It was exciting, but I
didn't understand it." was
the 74-year-old emperor's
reaction Sunday to the 35-7
thumping the New York
Jets gave the New England
Patriots before a cheering
crowd or almost 60,000.
The emperor's two-week
state visit, including two
days in New York, is
intended as a final gesture
of reconcilation between
the United Stales and Japan
since World War II.
AFTER
listening to a
school children's serenade in

Central
Park
Sunday
morning, the Emperor and
Empress Nagako were sped
off to the vice president's
3.000 - acre Westchester
estate for a lour of the
Rockefellers'
recently
completed Japanese - style
retirement home.
Later, the emperor and
empress had lunch at the
home ol John Rockefeller
III. also in the compound.
The vice president's brother
heads the Japan Society and
owns what is considered the
finest col
collection of Japanese art
outside that island empire.
Security
was
tight
throughout the day's events
and in Central Park, only
joggers in skimpy shorts where no weapons could be
concealed - were exempt
from questioning by the
Secret Service
AT SHEA Stadium, the
imperial couple watched the

grnTirmrri mm rrirrnrro 15 irrarwnng
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game from a box at the
50-yard line that had been
encased in bulletproof glass
Some fans who noticed
the emperor broke into, a
chcei and one nun shouted
"You got a lot of guts
coming
here
after
everything that's happened
Hats off!"
Saturday
night.
iwo
Chinese-Americans.
Kenneth Raymond Chin.
27. and I h/.iheih Jane
Young. 30. were jrresled
after Secret Service agents
found an arms cache in a
Brooklyn apartment.

Warm, sunny weather and new courts provide the
perfect setting for a tennis match. The courts, open
24 hours every day, are located across from
Offenhauer Towers and are lighted for night games.
(Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

New courts

'Hands across America' planned
ROSIMONT.
III.
(AP)- Moic
than
40
persons from aiound the
country aie beginning plans
loi a Bicentennial '"hands
across
America"
celebration.
A mealing Sunday in this
Chicago suburb brought
agreement on a tentative

coasl-lo-coast roule. with
persons holding hands in a
chain st retelling across the
United
Stales on
the
nation's 200th birlhday.
Attending
were
represenlalives
of some
national civic organizations
as well as individuals and an

obseiver lioin ihc American
Revolutionary Bicentennial
Administration (ARBAI
CHICAGO ATTORNEY
Marvin Rosenblum. who
conceived the plan earlier
this yeai. said. "You can't
p ho I o g r a p h
linked
spirits. . .so you have to go

foi
the
nexl
bell
thing...linked hands "
flic
tentative
route,
which
Rose n blu in
emphasized is subject la
changes, would slarl in
Boston.
I null there ii
would inn thiough New
York ami Philadelphia to
Washington,
angle
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UP WITH PEOPLE

would sincerely like to thank

JIM STOFAN
AND THE

UNION STAFF

for a warm welcome
and assistance in coordinating
the advance set-up.

df PISANELLO'S

j^***************************

BE THERE...

northwest
to Piiisburgh.
Cleveland, and Chicago, and
veer soulhwesl ill tough St.
Louis.
Tulsa.
Okla .
Oklahoma City and Dallas.
Continuing west ihrough
Anurillo. lex., the human
chain would wind Ihrough
Albuquerque.
N.M.,
Phoenix and I a is Angeles.

at the
Theta Chi rush party

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

7 p.m. Tuesday Oct 7
710 Seventh St.

A WINTER* IN WASHINGTON

announces

(*...or any other quarter)

(Rides available in dorm lounges)

Be where things are happening.
Find out if Theta Chi is for you.

Tomorrow Night!

Spend the winter in Washington D.C. as an unpaid intern in one of the following
offices (and earn academic credit as well):

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS
or in the office of one of these Congressmen:

All the si
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

Children
under 6

&&

PJtzzaxxin
IAST WOOSTER STREET

^CHARLES A. MOSHER (R., Ohio)

*DELBERT LATTA (R., Ohio)

*JAMES R. MANN (D., South Carolina)
*JOHN BRECKINRIDGE (D., Kentucky)

*TOM HARKIN (D., Iowa)
^PHILIP M. CRANE (R., Illinois)

Students vork in congressional and other offices under the supervision of
the staff. In addition, they select a research project to be carried out
under the sponsorship of a campus faculty member. Under special conditions,
certain departments will grant partial or full credit for this off-campus
quarter. Balance of 16 hours (or full number of elective credits) available
through Experimental Studies.
THE UNITED FARM WORKERS OF AMERICA (UFW) will accept students for independent study in
"Organising in the Community." Room, board, gas money and $5.00/week stipend provided.

(Across from the football stadium)

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RELATING TO THESE OR ANY OTHER FULL QUARTER PROJECTS, CONTACT
•ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS

The Office of Experimental Studies

541 EDUCA TION BUILDING

]

372-0151

Hr lOfTht BC Newt. Tunday, October 7,1975

tball Vontest
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
39 12SiP7Sfo.r»3 7

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY. STATE

}

K\PI \ SK;MA

LEVI'S
*t

18036 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY

Rush Pariv
fOMClll

SCOTTI MUFFLERS

I'll- \ hill' 'il \

,,,// In

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

at

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

PHONE 352-8459

LASALLE*S

THE DEN

FREE DELIVERY
at MICHIGAN STATE

REVERSIBLE
SLICKERS
9.99

i HINDI r 1OO0 HCtli

N.C. STATE

*t

AND

GEORGIA

■ wmm

I

at

D

ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN

Stop in & .see us!

UCLA

n.-

STANFORD

CHICAGO

vs

3rd Place

DETROIT

ANTHONY HOUSE

I - MIKE MORIN DISC JOCKEY
- ALL NEW DISCO
- LIOHT SHOW DIRECT FROM
NEW YORK •
- LADIES NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY
HAPPY HOUR 7-11
" JJOAY AND SAT. HAPPY HOUR
- 1 8 YRS. OR OLDER
at N.CAROLINA

a

at

Do you find yer paying
too much for records?

BBj$?—

D

UHiUHAM YOUNG I

WEST VIRGINIA

at

PENN STATE

Happy Hours daily 4-9
.^weajSj,-*-- i

Bf PISANELL05
at

IOWA

OHIO STATE

Entertainment Begins Tuesday
featuring contemporary guitarist
GARY SWANINGER
THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE BACK
THE SHADY LADY SALOON
OHIOU

|

at

WM.4MARY

DAIRY QUEEN

TOPS TOPS TOPS

E. Wooster St.
HOURS Mon-Sat
10:30 a.m. Mi Unite
Sunday
11:30 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.

Shop our Jr. Dept.
for the latest in
styles and fabrics.

Tossed saiad
45'

Apple cider
and donuts

OPEN ALL YEAR
KENT STATE

at WESTERN MICH

Bracelets Rings
Necklaces Earrings
352-4770

352-4812

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
1630 E. Wooster
Open
9-1 Tues. thru Sat.

i. Jttab.

AUTHENTIC
INDIAN JEWELRY

134 W. Wooster
('/a block west of Main St.)

353-2252
AIR FORCE

featuring

$6.98 lilt LP« 3.99 EVERYDAY1

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS.!

52! S. PROSPECT ST
Bowling Green. Ohio
352-5128
DISCOCXTS ON MASK. FINS,
SNORKEL /or BGSl! SCUBA
ST(JDE,\ TS

GARY STALTER
508 OFFENHAUER WEST

W°° RECORDS

6°

5^ A»;

We carry Adidas,
Converse,
Nike sport shoes

AQUA HUT

-2nd Place

DILL'S JEWELERS

ROOM

NAVY

BRAD METZ
417 ANDERSON

the

Phone 353-6341

Q-

1st Place

mmmammmmmmmmfmmammmmmmm

FAST PHOTO SERVICE
FILMS AND BULBS

SYRACUSE

HUTCH WAN DEL
. 49 HODGERS

NOTRE DAME

1424 E. Wooster

112 S. Main St.

.ONGRATULATIONS!
Last Week's
ft,
Football Contest
Winners Are:

OPEN 24 HOURS

MISSISSIPPI

500 E. Wooster
"By the tracks"

<ALOCKER

forms

An entries must be m the B.G. News office by 5 p.m. of tne
Fnday preceding tne games. This is a free contest open to all
persons except employes of the participating sponsors, members
of ft Kappa Sigma Fraternity and B.G. Newt employes.

OPEN MONDAY
THRU SAT.

i
110 I '<>/ HI

Bee Gee Bookstore

at NEBRASKA

ILLINOIS

CARRY OUTS"

DORSEYS DRUGS

KANSAS

Mark an "X" m the sduere opposite tne team you believe will
wm. i f a game ends in a tie and you select one of the teams as a
winner, it will count as a loss In your total. However, If you
designate a tie and tne game ends In a lie. it will count in your
"wm" column.

LINDONS

COKE
25?

MARYLAND

it

Luncheon Special
Breakfast Special
Midnite Special 12-8

HOT DOG

139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
352-3565 ,
I

MINNESOTA

GreatScot

Junior Department

Campus Jeweler
for
All Greek B.G.S.U.
Jewelry
"Your T-shirt guys"

MICHIGAN

at KENTUCKY

BOWLING GREEN

352-3551

also grooming

in case of a tie me person selecting closest points to the actual
outcome of the designated professional game is determined the

Ballots win be tabulated by members of the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity. Ail decisions of ma judges are imai.

THE DEN

PLANTS, BIRDS, RODENTS, ETC.

AUBURN

D«

TOLEDO

BAYLOR

101 ll MAIN. HWUNQ MM 0.

Hawaiian - Phillipine
saltwater shipment

NEWS OFFICE 10t UNIVERSITY

HALL.

Each contestant is permitted only one entry. Entry
reproduced electronically are not acceptable.

w mil

THEHUTCJH
PET SHOP

LARGEST IN OHIO
JUST ARRIVED:

DELIVER TO: B G

Prizes of $15. $10. end $5 gift certificate* will De given to tne
top 3 parsons, respectfully, selecting tne most winners from tne
19 college games listed above.

100% guarantee
on all work
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Booters notch second straight

Late goal sparks 3-2 win
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Buwling Green's soccer
team (2-0-2) took a giant
step forward in caplurrng
the
Mid-American
Conference (MAC) soccer
crown as the Falcon booters
squeekcd
by
defending
MAC
champ
Miami
University.
3-2.
Friday
afternoon.
It took an alert official's
call followed by sophomore
Ken Hendershott's second
goal of the game to give the

Sailing
club
Bowling Green's women's
sailing club captured fourth
place Saturday at the Ohio
Wesleyan women's regatta
at Leatherlips Yacht Club in
Columbus. Eight schools
participated in the regalia
Peggy Delaney. Donna
Sink. Kathy Ford and
Nancy Peters competed foi
BG.

Junior forward Steve Kittleberger, who has scored two goals this
season falls to the ground in last Friday's game against Miami
University. The Webster, N.Y. native suffered a sprained left
ankle on the play. BG freshman Erich Tausch (center) and
Miami's Dave Easton, meanwhile, attempt to gain control of the
ball. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Injury

booters a comefrom-bchind first career goal five minutes
victory.
later.
Playing in its first home
With ihe game tied at 2-2.
contest of the season, the Bowling Green kept play in
Falcons jumped to a 1-0 Miami's side of the field and
first
half
lead
as only Craig Cobb's fine
llcndeisholt tallied his third goallending
kept
the
goal
of
the
season. Falcons at bay.
Sophomore Bob l.ewis set
IT APPEARED that the
up the I'usl score, which
came only I.' minutes into game would be a carbon
the game.
copy of last season's 2-2
AN ANKLE injury to BG contest
in
which
BG
forward Steve Kittlebcrgcr outshot Miami 44-15 but
in the first half, though, couldn't
fire
the
kept (he junior starlet on game-winner past Cobb.
the bench for the rest of the
But an obstruction call
game and the Redskins took against a Miami defender in
advantage
of
BG's front of the Redskins' net
misfortune.
with
only 27 seconds
Miami, although kept off remaining in the second half
the scoreboard m the first set up Friday's winning
half, knotted the game at score.
Ilendersholt.
roaming
the 6 50 mark of the second
half as Bruce Kleine tallied around the net. was blocked
by a Miami fullback and the
the II equalizer,
The Redskins continued Falcons were awarded an
their pressure on the Falcon Indirect kick.
defense atu! look a 2 I lead
With the ball placed only
at 18:43 on a score by five yards away from the
goal mouth, senior Steve
forward Steve Brewer.
Bowling Green's killer Cabalka passed the ball to
instinct, seemingly donnant llendersholl who fired a
through
Cobb's
so far this season, then shot
emerged
as
sophomore outstretched hands.
It
was Hcndersholl's
Marly Koliuck scored his

second goal of Ihe game and

registered six saves while his
Miami counterpart made 14.
Before
iraveling
to
Maryland this weekend for a
match
against
Townson
Stale, the Falcons will host
Wettem Michigan at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow.

fourth score of the season,
doubling last season's total
of two.
JUNIOR TOM Doriety,
playing Ihe entire game in
the nets foi the Falcons,

IM notes
Entries for coed football arc duo loday in ihe Intramural
office. Play will begin Oct. 16.
Entry forms ire available from fraternity and residence
hall athletic chairmen and at the IM office, 201 Memo '-'
Mall

* * •

Entries foi the all-campus toll tournament and the cross
country meet arc now available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen.
Off-campus students can get entries n the IM office.
THE GOLF toumamenl is set foi It) a m Oct. 18 on Ihe
University golf course I ho cross country meet is set for
•I 30p.m. Oct. 17 Ml entries are due Oct. 14

• * *

liiiiaimn.il touch lonlhall began last week with 135
loams competing in -I diliercnt leagues, league winners
will advance to ihe divisional playoffs beginning Nov. 12.
1 he Sigma Chi Hoostcrs are the dclending champions. All
touch football games arc played from S-io p.m. on the IM
fields

Hewlett-Packard representative
to demonstrate on campus,

October 8th

Tribe signs two-year pact

He'll show you how to get the most out of any HP calculator. Just come to

with IL's Toledo Mudhens

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

TOLEDO
(AP)-The
Cleveland
Indians
have
signed a two-year player
development contract wnh
the
Toledo
Mudhens.
making the International
League franchise the Tribe's
new AAA affiliate, Indians'
general manager Phil Seghi
announced yesterday
The agreement may make
the Indians the major league
team with the closest Triple
A affiliate, he said.
"I like the idea of giving
the fans of Ohio the chance
to see the players of the
future as well as the major
league club." Seghi said.
The Tribe's contract with
its present AAA affiliate.
Oklahoma City, ended this

announced they had filled
up their 40-man rosier after
adding five minor-league
ptdycrs and releasing pitcher
Fred Bccne to Oklahoma
City.
The Tribe added pitchers
Tom McGough and Jim
McCutchin. second baseman
Dave Oliver and shortstop
Tom McMillan, all from
Oklahoma City.
The Indians also added
outfielder Vassie Gardner
from the team's Class A
affiliate. San Jose.

year. Oklahoma City will
work with Texas, he said.
Toledo's agreement with
the Philadelphia Phillies also
ended this year.
The
Indians'
farm
director. Bob Quinn. said
the
Lucas
County
Recreation Center, where
the Mudhens play, is one of
the top facilities in the
minor leagues. It is about a
two-hour
dnve
from
Cleveland.
THE

INDIANS

also
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Old Fashion Priced
at Rudy's Today 11
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With Rudy's special sauce r
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(on campus since 1965)
Internationally ranked 5th degree
Black Belt

4 classes weekly
All classes open to public -
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00*

0
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;
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PAUSE
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The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable

$195.00*

The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a variety of technical calculations—complicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in
1972, and we've shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest,
the first of our second generation. Both offeryou
technology you probably won't find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-25 does all that—and much, much
more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all
means do two things: ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

See both the HP-i. and HP-25 on display
today at your bookstore And ask the HewlettPackard representative to show you just how
valuable an HP calculator can be.

HEWLETT

Q

PACKARD

Sales and service from 173 offices in 6? countries.
Dtp! 658C. l93IOPrunendge Avenue.Cupertino,CA95014

■Sutcetted retail poce, excluding applicable «a« and local taxes—
Continental U S . Alaik* fc Hawaii.

BG tops WMU in 2 8-0 yawner
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
The misery of his icjin's
fourth shutout ul the Hison
did noi seem lo dampen the
spirits ol Western Michigan
coach Elliot Uzelac.
"When it rains, u really
pours." the liist-yeai coach
said following Saturday's
28 0 whitewash by the
Falcons before 13.0'M) fans
jl Doyt I.. Perry Field.
The contest, not one ol
the more exciting games in
recent IKi history, sa\s the
unbeaten
I alconi {44})
capitalize
on
Bronco
mistakes in UlC second
period and generate a pan
oi fourth-quartet drive, to
gjincr
then
first
\liil American
Conference
( M.\( I win ol the season

•i WAS VERY pleased
wilh the defense getting the
shutout." Falcon coach Don
Nelilcn said following the
win. "I think it was our
ilelense that won Ihe game
again.
"Our offense did a good
job. We played with a few
people hurl bui I wasn't
happy aboul the penalties.
We
made
too
many
MI i s ( a kes,''
N eh I en
lamented.
for Ihe fourth Mine ill as
many weeks, there was good
news anil bad news. The had
news was tailback Dave
Preston.
who
was
spearheaded by a Western
lacklei early In Ihe game
Preston
sustained
a
pinched nerve in his lower
hack and sal out inosi ol
the game He finished with
liisl 'I yeards m live carries.

The good news in the
triumph
was
the
performance
of
reserve
tailback Marcus Johnson.
Johnson, replacing Preston,
rushed for 102 yards in 21
tries and scored his first
touchdown this season.
"I really didn't think I
had that many yards. I just
kept
running for first
downs." the pudgy 5-7
Johnson said.
IT
WAS
Johnson's
running (seven carries for 37
yards) and Mark Miller's

return
to
near-perfect
passing form in Ihe first
touchdown drive in the
second quarter that put the
Falcons on the scoreboard.
Johnson, a sophomore
from Yellow Springs, went
into Ihe end /.one over right
tackle Gene Jones from two
yards out, capping a 69-yard
drive.
Before
the
touchdown, Don Taylor
failed on two field goal
attempts from 46 yards out.
The tries, however, gave
Taylor the MAC all-time

career mark
(50).

for attempts

The Falcon defense, one
of the main factors which
has kept
BG unbeaten,
broke the contest open late
in the first half. With 1:04
left in the half, Western
quarterback Sollic Boone
went back to pass on third
down.
Left defensive end Bill
Whidden ambushed Boone
from the blind side just as
he threw the ball. Right

derensive end Ron Nickcy
picked off the pass at the
Western ten yard-line and
bulldozed his way over a
haif-do/.cn Western linemen
for a score
WHILE MOST fans were
heading toward the gates
late in the game, the
Falcons reeled off their last
two scoring drives. The first
dnve consisted of Johnson'
running and some line
blocking up front by center
Steve Sludcr. tackles Jones

and
Mike Obrovac and
guards Mark Conklin and
Doug Smith.
Capping a 64-yard drive
in 13 plays, quarterback
Millci dove over from two
yards out to give BG a 21-0
lead.
The last drive, coming
with 55 seconds to go. had

Mike Booth running the
offensive
machine
at
(quarterback.
After
free
safety
Greg
Davidson's
interception return set up
the drive, reserve tailback
Andre
Parker
sprinted
around left end from 20
yards out to round out the
scoring.

MAC stand ings
TEAM
Northern Illinois
BOWLING GREEN
Miami
Central Michigan
Ohio University
Ball Stale
Kent State
Toledo
Western Michigan

MAC
2-0
1-0
1-0
201
2-0-1
1-2
0-2
0-2
0-3

OVERALL
1.1

4-0
3-1
3-1-1
2-1-1
3-2
1.1

14
0-5

Saturday's Results

Tackles nominated

BOWUNG GREEN 28. Western \I eliie.ui 0
Miami 14, Purdue 3
Dayton 24, Toledo 13
Northern Illinois 38, Kent Stale \r
Minnesota 21. Ohio University 0
Ball State 20. Indiana St. 16
Central Michigan 42. Illinois Si. 7

A pali ol tophomore tackles earned Howling
Green's nominations foi Mid-American Conference
player-of-the
week
honors
following
their
performance igainsi Western Michigan.
Itd's offensive nominee was loll tackle Mike.
Obrovac Tlie <>-(». 253-poundei graded out al noper
cent efficient tor 76 offensive plays.
DEFENSIVELY. Ihe
Falcon
nominee was
Alex Prosak.The 64, 238-pound letterman was BG*s
CO-leadei along with Dave Htown with Id total
tackles.

' •

Golfers eighth
Bowling Green's goll team opened ils tall season last
weekend wilh an eighth place finish al the Buckeye Fall
Classic hosted by Ohio State University.
Ihe Buckeyes look top honors in the IS-team Held,
finishing wilh a three day learn total ol 1,531. IX! totaled

BG women 3rd
in Midwest golf

'Last one there's a rotten orange!
That seems to be the
cry here as sin Falcon defenders attempt to pounce on a loose
ball in Saturday's 28-0 win over Western Michigan. BG players are
Corey Cunningham (71), Kevin Clayton (46). Bill Whidden (90).
Art Thompson (26), Ron Nickey (75) and Mitch Sherrell (24).
(Newsphoto by Mike Passarello)

Fumble

By I .ui11 Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

1.593 In lh* '-hole tourney.
FRESHMAN STEVE CRUSE paced the falcon effort as
lie placed seventh among 66 individuals Cmse totaled 306
(75.75,79and 77).
Senior Steve Mossing and liesliman Pal Dug.in each had
320 totals I'm the Falcons.
Mossing had rounds of SO. XI, T> and 7') while Dugan
carded rounds ol 81,81,80 and 78.
Sophomore veterans John Miller and Gary Treatei
followed with 324 totals, while sophomore liinnie
Anthony finished at 331.

The BG New
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Harriers win fourth straight
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
Gary
Little's
first
collegiate victory sparked
the Falcon cross country
squad to ils fourth straight
dual meet win of the season
Friday
over
Ohio
University, 24-35.
The
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
win
improved Bowling Green's
season record to 4-1 and
clinched a winning season
for the 14th time in its 15
years under coach Mel
Brodt. Ohio, meanwhile,
was dealt its third straight
MAC defeat.
Little, who stayed at
the front of the pack
throughout most of the

six-mile race, docked ■
31:23.2
to
score
the
Falcon's
first
individual
championship of the year.

"LITTLE'S performance
was nice to see." Brodt said.
"He was sort of up and
down last year, but he's
been real consistent this
fall."
Even though the Falcons
grabbed seven of the top 10
finishes. Brodt said his
squad won't be in lop
physical
condition
for
another week or two.
"The whole squad is
coming along real well,"
Brodt said. "Only Mike
O'Donnell went backwards
in time, but we're not quite
there yet. It takes five to six

Water polo club
Tie Falcon waler polo club split games against Eastern
Michigan and Michigan State over the weekend at Eastern
Michigan.
The first contest saw Bowling Green top Michigan State,
11-8, behind a four-goal performance by Dave Ryland.
Falcon coach Tom Stubbs used all 15 team members as
BG controlled the game from the outset.
Dave Koenig. Jeff Licdel and John Maddox added two
goals apiece.
AFTER A half hour break, the Falcons returned to the
water to take on Eastern Michigan. For three quarters. BG
played the Hurons on even terms.
But Eastern Michigan capitalized on some Falcon
defensive lapses in the final period to pull away for an
11-5 victory.
Liedel led the Falcon scoring in thai contest with three
goals. Also scoring were Kurt Lee and Tim Stubbs.
BG is now 2-1 this season and has two open weekends
before entertaining Michigan and Wayne State here Oct. 25.
Falcon sophomore Gary Little heads toward the
finish line last Friday against Ohio University with his
First collegiate victory. Little toured ihe six-mile BG
course in 31:23.2 as the Falcons won. 24-35.
(Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

RADIO 93
NEWS
Campus and Community

weeks to gel in good shape
from the slarl of school,
then it becomes a mental
thing."
Freshman Greg Moran
and senior Randy Foster
finished second and third
. for Ohio with respective
tunes of .11.27 and 31:33,
but BG garnered the next
three scoring slots.
Falcon freshman Kevin
Ryan took fourth in 31 38
and
captain
and

ell-American

Tim

Zumbaugh tetumed alter a
four-month
layoff
from
meet competition to notch
a 31:52 for fifth.
"I THOUGHT Tun did
exceptionally
well alter
coining off a layoff like
thai," Brodt said. "The pace
of the race wasn't all that
fast, about 5:00 at the mile
mark, and thai might have
helped him."
Gary Dcsjardins turned in
his best effort of the year
wilh a 31:58 timing for
sixth and freshman Jim
Gosser rounded out ihe

ABORTION

$125°°

Falcon scoring with an
eighth place finish in 32:07.
Tom McSheffcry and Dan
Cartledge were BG's ninth
and
10th lunners with
respective times of 32:28
and 32 33
Dan Dunuin. who scored
BG's only
MAC track
victory in the 880 last
spring, missed the meet due
lo a hip injury. He is
expected to he ready for
Friday's
five-mile Notre
Dame Invitational.
The
open
division
six-mile, which featured the
return
of
former
BG
eli-American Sid Sink to
active competition and a
host of othei runners, saw
Sink and Bowling Green's
Bob Lunrl finish in a first
place tic in 32:02.
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INDIVIDUAL SCORES for Bowling Green's linksters
were Jane Slrathnian. 169, championship flight: Lmdy
Bastd, 187, second flight: Patty Santor. 181, second flight
and Peg Gibbons. 174. first flight.
The Falcon linksters compete this weekend at the
Indiana University Invitational at Bloonungton. hid

It's Coming!

College Nite
LASALLE*S

Thursday 7-10
PEACE CORPS - VISTA
ACTION'S Peace Corps and VISTA
Fall and Winter assignments are now
being filled. Especially needed are
people with backgrounds in:
BUSINESS
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
MATH/SCIENCE
AGRICULTURAL
BACKGROUNDS

SKI?

HIGH
HIGH
Club
members
ski
Aspen,
Vail,
HIGH
Steamboat,
Jackson
Hole, the Summit, and
Europe, at extremely
HIGH
low group rates. You
must
call or write
HIGH
NOW
to
ski
this
winter.
HIGH
ROCKY
MOUHTAIH HIGH
P.O. an 2371

The perennial powerhouse of women's sports. Michigan
State University (MSU). dominated play in the Midwest
Association Of Intercollegiate Athletic Women's (MAIAWI
golf tournament ovei the weekend to capture the Mhlwcsi
championship.
Host Bowling Green, coached by Dolores Black, placed
third in ihe regional tournament held on the Universit)
Golf Course.
Sophomore Karen Parshall was medalist foi the Falcon
hnkstcrs. shinning a 78 Friday and 83 Saturday lor a
combined score of 161. Parshall's scoie gave her a sixth
place finish in the championship flight
CHAMPIONSHIP MEDALIST was MSU's Karen
Escotl with a 150. University of Illinois' Becky Beach
scored 155 for Ihe runner-up position, followed by
Sparianettes Joan Gaiety (156) and June Oldman (157)
and Indiana University's Vickie Lakoff (15*1).
Sue Ertl. Michigan Stale's championship medalist in the
Central Michigan Invitational, became the Midwest first
flight medalist with a 165.
Donna Belner helped Indiana University (IL!110 a second
place tournament finish by capturing second place in the
first flight with 169. Third place wenl to BG's Jill Bower
who scored 81 and 8" for 170.
Purdue dominated the second flight with Bonnie Boyer
and It.lib Powers lakrng first and second place with 185 and
186 respect ively.
Third flight championships went lo Pat Rodgeis of the
University of Wisconsin at Whitewater (ll>8) and Jean
llorvay of Indiana State University (199).

4 PM — close every Tuesday get a
Rib-Eye Dinner lor only $1.39 (Reg. $179)

SOUAflE MEAl
UAPE DEAL
EAST WOOSTER STREET
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
SPANISH/FRENCH
SKILLED TRADES

It takes at least three months to
qualify for Peace Corps or VISTA.
Seniors and grad students should
sign up today for Placement Office
interviews: Qcf ^ ^

Placement Office
360 Student Services
Building and
University Hall

